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Seeing light 
 
Joost van Santen is a visual artist working with daylight in architecture and sculpture. In the 
beginning of his career he received a commission for a stained-glass window in a church in 
the city of Hoogvliet, Netherlands. When the work was finished, suddenly the sun appeared, 
projecting coloured images of light, filling the room. A few moments later these images were 
in another place, following the movement of the sun. From that time on these images of light, 
moving through space, determined his work. 

Joost van Santen finds his inspiration in Dutch light, which – thanks to the high levels of 
water vapour in the air – reveals hundreds of variations of colour in different shades of grey. 
He works in the tradition of Dutch painting. In the works of those Dutch painters, the light falls 
in a particular way on the subject. Joost van Santen differs from them in as much as it is the 
light itself that is the subject of his art.  
 
 
Inspiration and motivation 
 
A beam of light. The sun was low in the western sky, sunlight entered through a small 
window in the church San Miniato al Monte on the Piazzale Michelangelo in Florence. The 
beam of light was reflected in the mosaic with golden tiles at the back of the apse.  Although 
it was many years ago, the scene was imprinted indelibly in his memory.’ 

Such events, suddenly seeing light, are strong impression that they stay in mind for years, 
experiences, through which one becomes aware of light.  These moments, which occur as a 
surprise, are a source of inspiration and motivation for Joost van Santen. He describes 
several of these experiences.  
 
Two other events have influenced the change of direction in his work. He travelled to 
Ronchamps, France to see the Chapel of Notre Dame du Haut designed by Le Corbusier. 
The chapel and especially the light in the church thrilled him, an experience of joy. Some 
time later he experienced a similar thrill. He went to see the exhibition of light by James 
Turrell, a pioneer of Light Art, at the 'Stedelijk Museum' of Amsterdam. Turrell's installations 
filled the space in a number of small rooms with mysterious coloured light. 

These experiences are his inspiration and his motivation. He writes: ’I became aware that 
these events of special light I experienced, represented for me highlights is my life, moments 
I never forget. These events also happen in my ordinary life. Such as a beam of light entering 
a room through a small hole in the curtains, a small bundle of light piercing through the tiles 
of the attic an old farmhouse. These moments of joy happen unexpectedly, when being in 
nature, visiting architecture, seeing works of art. For me these events represent the focus of 
my life.’ 
 
Joost van Santen has a site in which he shows special light that is his source of inspiration. 
See www.lightart.nl. 

The great Temple of Abu Simbel in South Egypt, which was saved by Unesco has a 
remarkable feature. The temple is precisely oriented so that twice every year, on 22 February 
and 22 October, the first rays of the morning sun shine down the entire length of the temple-
cave to iIIuminated the back wall of the innermost shrine and the statues of the four gods, 
Ptah, Amun-Ra, the deified Ramses 11, and Re-Horakhte, seated there. Even when one 
visits the site at another date, the knowledge that the event will happen gives a special 
tension to the building. 

The great cathedrals of the Middle Ages were built for the 'Divine Light'. Abt Suger, who was 
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the initiator of the first and oldest one, the cathedral of St. Denis near Paris (1081-1151), had 
it built following his expressed  principles. New techniques allowed him to make many high 
openings in the walls. So the cathedral was bathing in a sea of brilliant light. Abt Suger filled 
these openings with very costly stained-glass windows. In his view the Divine Light brought 
the meaning of the images of these stained- glass windows directly to the people attending 
mass. Unfortunately, the cathedral built by Abt Suger burned and is no more. The rebuilding 
bereft the cathedral of these wonders. The cathedrals of Chartres and Toledo show what the 
original meant. The transparency of the stained glass deteriorated and diminished with time. 
The coloured images entering the space are less prominent present. 

The great cathedrals were created to bring light into the building. Some famous architects 
choose light as the starting-point for their architecture, such as Le Corbusier in the chapel of 
Notre Dame du Haut in Ronchamps, or the light found in the architecture of Louis Kahn. 
Tadao Ando's work springs from his interest in light. 'At the intersection of light and silence 
we become aware of 'nothingness’, a void at the heart of things'. One of the leading features 
of Ando's interiors is their profound emptiness, voids, light and darkness. 

Louis Kahn is one of the architects with a special interest in light. He starts many of his 
designs with a study of natural light. 'Light is the theme' is his booklet about his design of the 
Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, Texas'.  

‘Silence to Light 
Light to Silence 
The threshold of their crossing is the Singularity 
is Inspiration 
(Where the desire to express meets the possible) is the Sanctuary of Art 
is the Treasury of the Shadows (Material casts shadows belong tot light)’ 

‘On a boat in the sea of Iceland sudden rays of sunlight, breaking through the clouds, 
multiplied then disappeared and were there again a moment later. I realized, with a sudden 
flash of insight that the origin of this light lies in the sun, which is part of the universe. Such 
experiences influence his work, where he tries to create moving light. He says:’ Dynamic 
Daylight Images are the essence of my art.’ 

In his website Joost van Santen includes, amongst other experiences, the clear light of 
Iceland and Spitsbergen (Svalbard), the reflections of clouds and light on the water of the 
River IJ in Amsterdam, also the patches of light in the water under the old cast-iron viaduct 
next to the Central Station in Amsterdam, which are created by small holes in the 
construction.  

 

 

Paradoxes 

By choosing light as his medium Joost van Santen started a struggle he never wins. The 
tragedy lies in paradoxes of physical laws, which are in conflict with the experiences of light. 

1) The laws of physics say light cannot be seen. Light behaves like electrical waves. Just like 
radio waves, light waves cannot be seen. One sees matter hit by photons. The matter starts 
glowing. It means that seeing light is seeing matter. Some time ago I saw an exhibition of 
Self-Portraits by Rembrandt van Rijn in the Mauritshuis in The Hague, Netherlands. 
Rembrandt (1606-69) is the Dutch master of light and shadow. In his earliest self-portrait of 
1628 he paints his own face in the shadow. The most important feature of the painting is the 
astonishing light from above. If you ask watchers what they see, they answer 'a portrait', they 
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never say ‘light’. The subject of matter dominates seeing light. To experience light without 
distraction one has to forget about the matter, which emits the light. One never should  be 
aware that it is there. This means that to see light (more correctly, to have the impression of 
seeing light) matter or space has to be as abstract as possible. Nothing that distracts. No 
edges to betray dimension. 

2) Another paradox lies in the fact that one easily supposes that, to see light, there has to be 
a lot of light, as much light as possible. In my experience it is just the other way round. 
Usually light from small openings is noticed better than light coming from big windows. It is 
the opposition between light and dark that is observed. The contrast gives light its life and 
causes a rich environment; a joy to be in. There are office rooms with very useful but boring 
uniform Lighting, environments I do not like to spend my time in. The imprint of small 
openings of light is the Chapel of Notre Dame du Haut in Ronchamps by Le Corbusier. It is 
important to notice that Le Corbusier in his designs is always aware of the daylight situation. 
 
3) Images or photographs which try to show light always stay an image. They cannot replace 
the experience, which is the essence of light. 
 
These paradoxes are handicaps to overcome in his work with dynamic images of light. 

 
Light Modules 

The origin of Light Modules, important objects in the work of Joost van Santen, lies in an 
experiment in his studio. He blackened the window leaving on a pane only a small slit 
through which sunlight could enter. The narrow white line of sunlight sharply delineated on 
the blackened window was projected partly on the floor and partly on a table. When clouds 
drifted over the sun, only a beam of diffuse daylight entered through the slit. He walked 
towards the slit with a piece of 'white' translucent plexiglas in his hand and saw on it a 
smoothly spreading image of light with soft edges of subtle spectral colours.’ This light 
experiment is the base of objects ‘Light Modules’ which Joost van Santen uses to research 
the behavior of light. 
 

A Light Module is a closed box having a receiving plate or screen (a white translucent 
plexiglas plate) and other walls that are opaque to light. Light enters the box through an 
opening or openings in the opaque rear wall facing the screen. The shapes and colours of 
the resulting light images on the screen are viewed from the front of the screen. 

In these modules, the grey light that is common in the Netherlands produces images with a 
rich variety of hues. Direct sunlight, which changes according to the position of the sun, 
produces light images that vary constantly according to the time of day and season of the 
year. The intensity of the sunlight is a decisive factor. Bright sunshine causes sharply defined 
coloured shapes while a greyer sky produces a more diffuse palette of colours. 
 
Most of the light modules are in the form of cubes; some are in the form of prisms, cylinders 
and pyramids. There is an important difference between light that is received by the eye 
directly from a light source and that reaching the eye after first impinging on an opaque 
surface or passing through a screen. Light that strikes an opaque surface is partly absorbed 
by the material and the remainder is reflected and scattered to the surroundings. The 
character of reflected light may be influenced by the texture of a surface. In some instances 
reflected light may be polarized. In the case of light incident upon a translucent screen some 
of it is reflected and scattered, some is absorbed and some is transmitted to emerge as 
scattered light. The colour of incident light and of it leaving a material will differ if the light is 
absorbed selectively, as when an opaque or translucent material is coloured. (Selective 
absorption implies absorption in different proportions at different wavelengths of light.) 
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He makes Light Modules in different sizes. The smallest cubical one that he has made 
measures about 6 cm on a side, the largest, about 60 cm. For these, the light images 
produced on the screen are very clear. The larger the distance between the openings and 
the screen, the larger the images produced, however they become less and less sharply 
defined. The Light Modules I make are of a size convenient for gallery exhibitions and use in 
private dwellings. Larger ones could be designed for decorative purposes in buildings. 

For art objects such as Light Modules the types of openings through which diffuse light is 
passed to a screen are important. One type, to which I have given much attention, is an array 
of circular holes in an opaque rear wall. The images of light passed through them are 
affected by wall thickness, hole diameter, hole axis orientation, placement of the holes and 
distance between the wall and the screen. 

When the rear wall is very thin and the holes are of pinhole size, inverted images of visible 
external objects may be seen on the screen, as in a camera obscura. As the distance 
between the holes and the screen is increased, the circular images increase in size until they 
overlap and become less and less bright, and the edges become more and more blurred. 
Colors on external objects near the source of daylight entering the Light Module may appear 
in the images on the screen in addition to coloring produced by diffraction and interference 
effects. Subtle changes may be seen in the images if objects move near the source of 
entering light-the images take on an aspect of images on a screen of kinetic art objects. 
Some of the images I have produced on one of my Light Modules remind me of pictures I 
have seen of beautiful juxtaposed multiple images such as might be produced by the multiple 
lenses in the eye of a fly. Visible images part of a Light Module screen which are produced 
by an array of small holes in the opaque rear wall. 

In another Light Module daylight enters through a narrow vertical slit and falls on the screen 
tilted at an angle to the rear wall, with the base of the screen touching the rear wall at its 
base. Changing the tilt angle between the screen and the wall produces different images 
seen. It will be noticed that the spread of the fans increases as the tilt angle increases; the 
fan at the left was produced with the use of the smallest tilt angle. The bright portion at the 
bottom of the fan is on the part of the screen closest to the slit. If external objects are visible 
through the slit, they will appear deformed in the image on the screen, somewhat as the 
deformation caused by a vertical cylindrical lens. Moving objects eau se motion to be seen in 
the screen image, and the motion is more evident when the objects are close to the slit and 
bright in direct sunlight. 

If one uses a hemispherical screen in front of a horizontal slit, direct sunlight passing through 
the slit produces a bright line on the screen, whose position varies with the elevation of the 
Sun in the sky. 

When abutting strips of transparent plexiglas of different colour cover a slit, the image 
produced on the screen shows a region of a mixture of the colours adjoining the line where 
the strips touch. 

One can produce clear, well-defined inverted images on a screen of objects visible through a 
hole in the rear wall by placing a double convex lens at the front or rear of the hole. Motion of 
an object towards or away from the hole is, of course, clearly visible on the screen. 

Light Modules at different heights above the floor in front of a collection of objects to 
demonstrate that people of different height see these objects differently. 

Light modules can be put together to form a “wall of light”.  
 
The principles of light, which he researches in the light modules, form the base of his work 
with light in architecture and sculpture. 
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Light art integrated in architecture 

Working closely with the architect, Joost van Santen seeks out places where the inflowing 
light can be intercepted and transformed.  These changing “images of light” become a part of 
the architecture. Through them one sees the bluish morning light, or the pink light of evening.  
They convey the grey colours of autumn, or the blazing summer sun.  The constantly 
changing images reflect the movement of the sun and the changes in the weather and the 
seasons. Within the building, they provide a source of direct contact with the world outside.  
 

Railway station of Amersfoort, Netherlands  
In the railway station in Amersfoort, Joost van Santen, collaborating closely with the architect 
Jan van Belkum,  applied coloured glass appliqué on the south-facing façade, in the form of 
a large ellipse. When the sun shines, the colours of this glass appliqué are projected into the 
station hall, creating a coloured “ellipse of light” which moves with the passage of time 
through the space.  These intangible “images of light” form the core of the project.  

Palace of justice The Hague, Netherlands  
Moving images of light are also the subject of the light art in the Palace of Justice. He 
designed light installations in the three light wells of the building, in collaboration with 
architect Ir. N.C.van Vugt. These light wells bring light deep into the building. Holographic 
reflectors and coloured glass are suspended there. Sunlight causes changing and moving 
'light images' in the waiting rooms.  

Project in Emmen, Netherlands  
Joost van Santen was commissioned to create a light installation in the Ordnance Survey 
Building, Emmen, Netherlands, designed by the architect Ir. J.D.Peereboom Voller. For the 
light art he used light wells, voids, bordering corridors at the three different levels of the 
building. The light wells bring daylight to these corridors. He put red-and blue mirror-objects 
onto the south-orientated wall of the light wells; walking in the corridors the mirrors are out of 
sight. The reflected daylight brings a purple glow of light to the entire light well. The light also 
reaches four white panels he has suspended in the light well. Because of the shorter 
distance to the mirror-objects these panels show different shades of colour. With sunlight, 
continuously changing Images appear on the north wall of the light well and on these panels. 

Light instillations in the Star', Nijmegen, Netherlands 
At the west façade of the building ‘Sparkling Lights’ are installed, which give coloured 
sunlight projections onto the hall. At night colour changing led-panels accentuate the 
entrance. Holographic film at the windows at the south façade of the hall give coloured 
sunlight projections onto the hall. 
 
In the Hof van Leende in Leende, Netherlands 
In this project Joost van Santen, working in close collaboration with the architect Hans Boots, 
has created light art in special made skylights, using sunlight mirrors and coloured glass.  
The light installation is spread throughout the entire building, linking up with the different 
building capacities.  Thus in the hall a long skylight, a “street of light”, has been installed, in 
which light is captured on a screen at the level of the ceiling.  In addition to the freely 
introverted images a second small opening in the roof provides a source of more exuberant 
light. When the sun shines, the colours of the spectrum pass through it onto the lift shaft. 
Daylight images, reflections and the coloured glass create a constantly moving, intriguing 
ambiance. 
 
Hospital East-Limburg, Belgium 
In the car park he used coloured glass in special designed skylights and in the glass panels 
of the stairways. The colours of the stairways bring the needed orientation to visitors. In 
addition he installed an eight meter wide coloured glass-appliqué sculpture at the entrance of 
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the hospital. He also made a design of three ‘light seat’ benches with glass- appliqué. 
 
Church in Hillegom, Netherlands  
In this church Joost van Santen worked in close collaboration with architect Piet Koster, who 
designed a special skylight. In the skylight tubes with transparent coloured, acrylic strips 
were installed. The wall behind the culprit was bent. With grey weather a soft radiant light 
appears at this wall. With sunlight a spectacular, radiance of light moves behind the culprit.  
 
Main Office Building ING-bank, Amsterdam Netherlands 
In close collaboration with colleague Judigor, light installations were created in the ten towers 
of the building. Reliefs of copper and brass facing south are situated at the top of the light 
wells, which form the centre of each of the ten towers. 30 meters below, at the indoor 
walkway, which connects these ten towers, sculptures, are placed at strategic positions.  
Once a year sunlight reflected by the reliefs will reach these sculptures, melting both parts of 
the light installations into a single piece of art. 
 
 
'Lumen' Home For the Elder, Zelzate, Belgium 
Design of the two entrances of the building in close collaboration with architect Patrick 
Lefubure. The main entrance is redesigned with coloured glass. A skylight with coloured 
mirrors brings daylight to the second entrance. Moving light reflections in the main corridor 
bring colour to the building. 
 
Combined office building and railway station, Hilversum, Netherlands  
In the circular window in the hall of the station holographic glass is installed. In the hall two 
columns are clad with gild tiles. Once a day coloured light from the window reaches the two 
gild columns. At the north side of the complex a tower was designed. A gild needle is placed 
at the top, analogous to the gild columns in the hall. The needle penetrates the tower. In the 
tower windows surrounding the needle, are installed with by holographic glass. Below, at the 
floor level is a canteen. There the needle is disrupted and changes into a mirrored light 
sculpture. Walking in the canteen the colours of the holographic glass are reflected in the 
mirror of the sculpture. Once a day coloured light from the holographic windows in the tower 
reaches the street outside the station. 
 

Light sculpture 

Van Santen's objects and sculptures also demonstrate the connection with the changing 
daylight.  In the sculptures, light images appear, changing according to the time of day and 
the day of the year.  Night time illumination works in juxtaposition to this.  
 
Ravensbrück Monument, Museumplein Amsterdam, Netherlands 
Joost van Santen's best-known work is undoubtedly his 1975 Ravensbrück Monument, 
which stands on the Museumplein in Amsterdam. Erected in memory of the approximately 
90,000 women, children and men who lost their lives in the Nazi concentration camp at 
Ravensbrück in Germany, this is one of the most moving monuments commemorating the 
atrocities of the Second World War. It is made entirely of stainless steel and is composed of 
a central column within a semi-circle of eleven panels. The panels reflect the light and sound 
signal, emitted by the column. One of them bears the Dutch-Language inscription 'Vrouwen 
van Ravensbrück 1940-1945. Voor haar, die tot het uiterste neen bleven zeggen tegen het 
fascisme' ('Women of Ravensbrück, to those who persevered to the utmost in 
Saying to fascism'). The column emits two different signals, one symbols the dead and the 
other those who survived. The first signal consists of a dawning light, which then slowly fades 
away, to be followed by a swelling and receding wave of sound. This stands for the women 
who did not return. The second signal is a revolving flashing light combined with a pulsing 
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sound. This symbols the women who survived Ravensbrück. All who experience the 
memorial are left with a lasting and deep-seated awareness of the horrors of the Second 
World War. 

 
Landmark sculpture at the entrance of Barking City, Borough of London, GB 
The sculpture, which is named the ‘Lighted Lady’, is situated at a roundabout, the entrance 
from the northern relief road to Barking. At 20 metres high, it forms a gateway into the town 
from the A406. The sculpture is constructed from steel with a white coating. The silhouette 
changes as you move around it. A blue acrylic disc at the top creates an ethereal ellipse 
against the sky. At night lamps of different colours, which are placed around the sculpture, 
light the Lighted Lady lending a festive appearance. 
 
‘Light Man Number One’, Wenceslas Square, Prague, Česká Republika  
In the sculpture entitled “Light Man Number One”, made for the “Sculpture Grande” summer 
exhibition in Wenceslas Square in the centre of Prague, panels of hand-painted glass 
produce projections of colour within the sculpture itself and onto the street.  These 
projections form the core of the project. After the exhibition came to an end, the sculpture 
was installed in the garden of the Zonnehuis in Amstelveen.  
 
Light Sculpture at roundabout, Pijnacker, Netherlands  
At the entrance of Pijnacker, a town in Holland, a landmark sculpture is placed at a 
roundabout. The sculpture is 12 meters high. The sculpture is made of steel and coloured 
glass. The core of the project is the sunlight projections of this coloured glass onto the white 
steel of the sculpture. These projections change with time of day and day of the year.  
 
Landmark Sculptures in Veldhoven, Netherlands 
The Heemweg surrounds the centre of Veldhoven. At each of the five roundabouts of this 
road a sculpture is installed. ‘Growing Lights'. These sculptures, although different in form, 
are related by the applied design principles. Sunlight, falling trough the coloured glass-
appliqué, causes changing images within the sculptures. At night the sculptures glow by 
lamps placed inside. Climbing plants growing at the base form a basic feature. 
 

Light Spaces 

Important in the work of Joost van Santen are experiments with ‘windows of light’ in his 
studio. Coloured glass is combined with reflecting materials. The light thus transformed is 
captured on screens which are placed in front of the windows.  On a cloudy day, the diffuse 
daylight projects the many colours of the grey light. When the sun shines, shapes emerge 
which change dramatically with the passage of time. These dynamic daylight images are the 
essence of his art.  
 
The windows are a part of his investigation of micro-architecture – an investigation of 
architectural spaces, pursued with the aim of ‘experiencing light’. His ideal project is the 
realisation of such a ‘light pavilion’ a space, designed for the sole purpose of seeing light. He 
designed several models of such ‘light spaces’.  
 
Joost van Santen expresses his work as ‘experiencing light as part of the universe’.  


